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Gene Families

In metazoans, 50-75% of genes are found in groups of 
similar but slightly different sequences called gene 
families. 
– Example: Human �-globin, which transports oxygen in the 

blood, has 7 variants, 2 of which are expressed fetally.

These arise from gene duplication events.
– Similar to homologous recombination, but during sexual 

reproduction, makes an extra copy of the gene

Tandem repeats have identical members.
– Example: histones, rRNAs, tRNAs

Pseudogenes are untranscribed duplicates.

Repeated DNA elements

Certain genes that are transcribed at high levels must 
have many tandem repeats
Number of repeats is  gene copy number.
All Eukaryotes have copy number > 100 for the 5S 
rRNA.
– Embryonic human cells have 5-10 million ribosomes, and 

reproduce every 24 hours.  That's a lot of rRNA synthesis!
– Frogs have a 5S rRNA copy number of >20,000!

Human DNA is also full of “junk” repeats of many 
varieties (ALUs, LINES, SINES, etc.)
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Gene Duplication and Evolution

Gene duplication events are very important in the 
evolution of new functions for old genes.
Genes that are similar to other genes in the same 
genome are called paralogs.
Duplications allow mutation without loss of old 
function.  
Deactivated pseudogenes are even freer to mutate. 
Reactivation can restart transcription of changed gene.

Multicellular Organisms

We've covered the basic activities of the Eukaryotic 
cell.  Now we will look at additional activities of cells 
in multicellular organisms 
– Somatic vs. germ line cells & sexual reproduction
– Specialized cell types and tissues
– Development
– Cell to cell signaling and control

Then we will look at theories of the evolutionary 
origins of multicellular organisms

The fundamental deal of 
multicellularity

Multicellular organisms are distinguished from 
colonies of unicellular organisms by the specialization
of their constituent cells.
– E.g. roots versus leaves

Most basic specialization is the segregation of germ 
cells and somatic cells
– Germ cells (gametes) are cells whose genes will be (directly) 

passed on to offspring: eggs and sperm 
– Somatic cells are all other cells in the body.  Although these 

cells may (or may not) divide, they will not directly 
contribute to the creation of offspring 
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Not all multicellular organisms
reproduce sexually

Parthenogenesis: reproduction by development of an 
unfertilized gamete.
– Usually in lower plants and invertebrates, but also can happen in 

many birds, reptiles, etc.

Vegetative propagation
– Multicellular plant shoots which eventually detach

Budding 
– Happens in some animals (e.g. hydra)

Fission
– Splitting into viable parts.  Some worms, sea anemones 

Gametes and Somatic Cells

Gametes
– Are haploid, i.e. have one copy of each chromosome
– Created by meiosis, a special kind of cell division
– Generally called sperm and ova (eggs).  

• In some creatures these are have similar size, 
shape and activity; in others they can be quite different.

• Often large, non-motile eggs, and small, motile sperm

– In some organisms, gametes can reproduce by mitosis.

Somatic cells
– Are diploid, i.e. have two sets of chromosomes
– Are said to proliferate, rather than reproduce, by mitosis

Meiosis

The process of producing haploid cells
Ensures that each gamete gets either mom's 
chromosome or dad's but not both 
– Crossover mixes parts.  (more in a moment)

Involves two division steps
– First division is like mitosis, except offspring get two copies of 

one chromosome (from mom or dad, not one of each)
– Second division doesn't have a DNA duplication (S) phase, so 

resulting cells have only one copy of each chromosome.
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Meiosis picture

Note the chromosomal 
segregation that 
differentiates the results of 
meiotic division 1 from 
mitosis
(red arrow) 
Crossover is represented as 
small amounts of exchange 
of DNA among 
chromosomes.

Genetic rearrangements

The main evolutionary advantage of sexual 
reproduction is the creation of genetic rearrangements 
with high average fitness.
Two mechanisms
– Independent assortment

of chromosomes
– Exchange of parts of

each chromosome
via crossover

Crossover

Crossover is a kind of homologous recombination, but 
under the control of a complex protein machine.
Special protein machinery
The number of crossover 
events depends on species, 
gender, individual factors,
chromosomal region and chance...
– On average, human sperm have about 29 crossovers per gamete, 

and human ova have about 43 crossovers. 
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Sexually reproducing organisms have a special set of 
chromosomes that determine gender, called the sex 
chromosomes.
– All the other chromosomes are called autosomes.

Sex chromosomes, called X and Y, are not 
homologous (unlike the autosomes).  
– Two X chromosomes create female offspring, XY male. 
– Mothers always pass on an X; males pass on X or Y with 50% 

probability. 

Other genes are also passed along on X & Y
– Sex-linked diseases, e.g. hemophilia  

Sex determination

Cellular Specialization

All cells in a multicellular organism are descendants of 
a single fertilized egg cell.  
However, the cells differentiate from one another into 
lineages.  
– Most cells become committed once they are differentiated. That 

is, they and their descendants cannot become any other cell type.
Differentiated cells specialize in particular functions.  
E.g.
– Muscle cells contract, Nerve cells process signals, etc.

Tissues & Organs

Not only are cells in multicellular organisms 
specialized, they are precisely arrayed in particular 
spatial patterns.  
Tissues are collections of cell of a particular type in a 
particular spatial distributions.  
– They also arise from the same lineage.

Tissues that work together to execute a particular 
biological function are organs.
– E.g. kidney, leaf, root, heart.

Organs are grouped into organ systems.
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Plants and animals 

Plants have four organ systems, and three tissue types
– Systems: Roots, Stems, Leaves and Flowers/fruits 
– Tissues: ground, demal, and vascular

Animals have ten organ systems (somewhat arbitrary) 
and four tissue types
– Systems: Circulatory, Digestive, Endocrine, Integumentary, 

Muscular, Nervous, Reproductive, Respiratory, Skeletal, 
Urinary

– Tissues: Epithelium, Connective, Muscle, Nerve

Human tissues

Human tissue types:
– Epithelium: The tissue covering all body surfaces and the lining 

of internal organs and glands.
– Connective tissue, including

• Cartilage
• Bone
• Fat (adipose)
• Blood
• Lymphatic (immune)

– Muscle tissue
– Nerve tissue

Epithelium

Forms endocrine (ductless) and exocrine (connected 
via ducts) glands which secrete products (usually 
protein solutions)
Three classes of “simple” epithelium:
– Squamous (flat, platelike)
– cuboidal (cube shaped)
– columnar (rectangular)

Can also be 
– stratified (layered progressively)
– ciliated (covered in cilia, which move objects across it)
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Epithelium pictures

Lots of extracellular material, including fibers and 
“ground substance” (goo?)
Three kinds of fibers, made by fibroblasts:
– Collagenous, elastic and reticular 

Connective tissue proper
– Loose and Dense (vary in ratio of cells to other material)
– Regular (the capsule around organs and ligaments)
– Elastic (around arteries and in the spinal column)
– Adipose (fat)
– Reticular (lymph, blood)

Connective tissue

Connective tissue pictures
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Supportive tissue

Kind of connective tissue
The weight-bearing components of the body
Two broad classes
– Bone

• Spongy (at ends)
• Compact (the rest)

– Cartilage
• Hyaline (respiratory system

e.g. trachea)
• Elastic 
• Fibrocartilage

Muscle tissue

Long fibers, specialized for contraction
Skeletal muscles are under voluntary control and 
appears striated (striped)
Smooth muscle.  Present in blood vessel walls, 
intestines, visceral walls, etc.
Cardiac muscle (in heart) is striated.

Muscle pictures
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Nerve tissue

Neurons are the signal receiving, transmitting and 
processing cells
Have very long axons, to send signals, and complex 
trees of 
dendrites to receive. 

Tissues assemble into organs

Most organs are composed of many tissue types.  Even 
a specific list of organs is somewhat arbitrary, but...
– heart, blood, lymph 

nodes, thymus, 
spleen, mouth, 
stomach, intestines, 
teeth, tongue, liver, 
pancreas, pituitary 
gland, pineal gland, 
ovaries, testes, thyroid
gland, skin, brain, spinal cord, nerves, testes, prostate, ovaries, 
uterus, lungs, kidneys,  bladder, urethra, ureters


